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SILENCE DON’T EXIST

 A refl ection on the intrusive auditory impulses that we experience in the city. 
What is silence Today for a body caught in the dynamic life? How much does noise aff ect our ability to listen?
Born from several considerations on what silence is, the piece starts with the experience of listening.

Th e recent situation of global confi nement and the transformation of the surrounding sound’s density. Th e life of 
the individuals and their isolation. Th e disconnection with the environment. Th e non-identifi cation and uprooting 
with a society every day increasingly wandering between work obligations and social restrictions.

<< No traffi  c, no cars, no people yelling in the street for one reason or another.
Th e multitude of chaotic interferences aff ects the capability to listen to the point of numb and blind our senses. 

Although we continue to convince ourselves about how good silence does, we are also aware of how, at the same time, 
it can be unbearable and fi ll us with anxiety. What brings us closer to silence is the commitment to listen. >>

 Th e performance wants to enter deep into a language that integrates the interaction of the body with the 
digital technology throughout the image and sound, incorporating it as a visible actor, a character fully embodied 
within the storytelling. An external element takes action into the world of the stage and communicates with the 
physical body, seeking another  vocabulary, through the technology that amplifi es its magnitude.

 Th e creative process is born from collective improvisation, to generate a fi xed dramatic structure, around 
which the narrative developed.
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Elena is a multimedia artist. She creates experiences for an audience, inspired by humanity 
and the anatomy of the human body. Her research aims to connect the use of a wide variety 
of diff erent technology with the corps on stage, until it becomes itself an extension of the 
body or a body itself.
Elena creates visual experiences combining elements of video, sound and light for a variety 
of artistic applications. Her practice merges the research of the surrounding elements 
combined with improvisation to fi nd new possibilities throughout the process. Whether   
in the theater, on set or in her studio, Elena is always guided by her passion for the artistic 
practice and the commitment to fi nd in the collaborative process a unique and essential 
value.
Elena is the co-founder of the Cistifellea collective. She is also a designer for theater and 
her work has been shown in Berlin, New York and Barcelona.
Elena is the recipient of the 2021 Th eater and Digitality residency (upcoming) in 
Dortmound, Germany. 

ON STAGE

SUSANA ISUNZA VIZUET

ELENA TILLI

NICOLÁS CRISTANCHO

Choreographer, dancer of contemporary and Aztec. Dance therapist by the UB [Universidad 
de Barcelona].
Founder of the Ollin Kaos Cultural Association, a meeting place between people of 
diff erent craft trades, such as dance, music, jewelry, gastronomy and performance. Its 
vision integrates a wide range of activities into a community  environment. She conducts 
workshops in contemporary dance, creation and management of interdisciplinary shows 
and promotion of ancestral gastronomic culture with ethical and responsible perspective 
of health and environment.

Piano, guitar and afro-caribbean percussion performer. Composer of popular music and 
fi lm score. Together with Elena Tilli, creates the performance “Silence does not exist” 
and the interactive workshop “Telekinesia”, as Cistifellea collective. Singer-songwriter, 
creator and manager of the independent project “Yurgaki”. Composer and co-producer of 
the projects Candombe Tierra, Sones de Marimba, Chonta Dura, in Barcelona.  His work 
is been presented in Europe, the United States and Latin America. He also works as an 
educator for children, youth and adults. He promotes Afro-Caribbean music in Europe 
throughout concerts and workshops where he proposes various musical genres, rescuing 
traditional music and presenting his own compositions.



THE COMPANY

Cistifellea is a multidisciplinary collective created by Elena Tilli, scenographer and technologist, 
and Nicolás Cristancho, composer and musician, with the aim of building new realities on the scene by 
converging a variety of  traditional and contemporary resources within the theatre and the performance. 
The collective seeks to incorporate different artistic practices while collaborating with invited artists from 
around the world.

Cistifellea aims to be a centre for creation, performance, theatre and interaction, where various 
fields integrate and feed off each other to develop their possibilities around scenic work. For 
Cistifellea every project is an experience, a chance for personal growth and collective artistic learning.
Using technological resources as support for creative expression, we want to contribute to broadening the 
horizons of artistic disciplines to develop our ideas and build a dramaturgy that engages with the human nature.
Offering the audience intimate journeys that stimulate the vital impulse, desire, curiosity, trying  to help a 
bit, to heal the pain and give place to critical thinking.

The Collective wants to propose activities aimed at promoting theatrical craft within schools, where 
children and young people can, through the creation on stage, enrich their imagination and skills coming 
into contact with all the elements that are involved, such as literature, set design, acting, sound, lighting, 
technical and organizational aspects, supporting the important role of the arts in education as a school of 
critical thinking and permanent transformation of society.
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